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BECOME   a   Saxophone   Player   by 
 

Choreographing   Your   Technique  
& 

Building      Indispensable   Musicianship  
 



STACKING   THE   SAXOPHONE       Is   A   Process   Not   A   Book 
 

 
 
 

Deploying   The   Natural   Is   The   Mechanism  
 
 
Think   about   your   hands.      A   millionth   of   a   second   before   you   read 
this   you   were   not   consciously   aware   you   even   had   hands.      What 
do   you   call   your   hands?         “I   have   dirt   on   my   hands."   "My   hands   are 
cold."      Consider   the   question,   “what   do   hands   do?”  
 
My   fingers   hang   from   my   hands.      My   hands   hang   from   my   wrists. 
My   wrists   hang   from   my   arms   and   my   arms   from   my   shoulders. 
Gravity   pulls   the   entire   mechanism   from   my   shoulder   joint   to   the 
tip   of   my   longest   finger   toward   the   center   of   the   planet. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Stand   in   the   middle   of   the   room.      Give   yourself   some   space.      Raise 
your   hands   in   front   of   your   chest   as   if   you   were   playing.      You   have   just 
Deployed   The   Natural .      The   only   thing   you   are   working   against   is   the 
force   of   Gravity.      Every   creature   on   Earth   fights   Gravity   with   every 
movement.      Saxophone   playing   defies   Gravity.  
 
 
Raise   your   hands   again      and   “play”   the   G   major   scale   one   octave   up   and   down.      Watch   how 
your   fingers   move.      Your   fingers   stay   close   to   the   “keys”.         Your   wrists   move   very   little. 
Your   elbows   don’t   move   up   toward   your   shoulders.      You   are   probably   not   passionately 
flapping   your   right   arm.      If   the   saxophone   were   to   materialize   in   your   hands   right   now   you 
would   be   in   the   most   natural   position   possible.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
The   Stack 
The   Stack    is   a   repair   person's   term   for   the   keys,   actually 
called   plates,   on   the   body   tube   of   the   instrument   minus   the 
palm   keys.      The   majority   of   the   action   happens   on    The   Stack . 
Every   activity   in    Stacking   The   Saxophone    takes   place   on    The 

Stack .  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Saxophone   Breathing   &   Expanding   The   Natural  

Air   pressure   powers   the   saxophone.         Someone   who   does   not 
play   the   saxophone   would   be   uncomfortable   with   the   volume   of 
air   in   my   lungs   when   I   play.      I   use   this   feeling   of   discomfort   to 
help   my   students   understand   saxophone   breathing   is   not 
natural.      Breathing   exercises,   “long   tones”   and   a   great   deal   of 
concerted   effort   are   required   to   establish   a   strong   tone. 
Coordinating   breathing   with   written   music   and   a   steady   beat 
adds      another   layer   of   complex   behavior.  
 
Eventually   under   my   direction   students   are   taking   in   more   air,   at   a   faster   rate,   but   the 
physical   sensation   becomes   normal.       Tone    is   developed.      Playing   songs   does   not   lead   to   a 
good   saxophone   sound.      Saxophone   playing   also   depends   on    Expanding   The   Natural.       I 
highly   recommend   the   book    Developing   A   Personal   Saxophone   Sound    by   David   Liebman. 
All   areas   of   saxophone   tone   production   are   addressed   in   clear   language.  
 
 

 
 
 
 



A   MESSAGE   TO   ADULT   BEGINNERS 
It   seems   very   reasonable   to   assume   you   “learn”   the   saxophone   by   playing   the 
saxophone.      Or   worse   trying   to   learn   by   playing   songs   with   a   saxophone.       Becoming 
A    Saxophone   Player    is    counterintuitive     due   to    Attribution   Bias . 
 
 
 

Attribution   Bias    is   a   cognitive   bias   that   refers   to   errors   made   when   people   evaluate   or 

try   to   understand   their   own   or   other   people's’   behaviors.       When   I   tell   my   students   “you 
can’t   figure   it   out”,   I   am   referring   to   the    fact    of   Attribution   Bias   that   every   person   on   the 
planet   experiences   in   some   form. 
 
Adult   beginners   who   have   “always   wanted   to   learn   the   saxophone”,   nearly   without 
exception,   have   difficulty   embracing   the   necessity   of    Musicianship.       Musicianship   is 
imperceptible   to   those   not   possessing   it.      Playing   music   with   a   “steady   beat”   is   an   example. 
 
It   is   a   misperception   to   think   “knowledge”   or   “understanding”   is   a   sufficient   replacement 
for   Musicianship.   Knowledge   can   be   purchased   or   given.      Skills   can   only   be   earned.  
 
I   have   watched   students   look   directly   at   their   instrument   and   say      “why   can’t   I   play   this 
song?”      Everything   that   happens   externally   in   music   is   dependent   on   internal   sub- 
conscious   processes.  
 
While   my   success   rate   with   adult   students,   after   years   of   building   my   own   teaching   skills, 
is   high   I   still   have   students   who   give   up   from   the   effects   of   Attribution   Bias   and   my 
inability   to   help   the   student   overcome   it.  
 
The   inescapable   truth   is    becoming    a   saxophone   player   requires   skills   that   have   nothing   to 
do   with   the   saxophone.      Becoming   a   saxophone   player   is   a   counterintuitive   process.  

 
  

FINDING   THE   INVISIBLE 
In   my   work   with   young   beginners,   adult   beginners   and   ‘unretiring 
saxophonists,’   I   discovered   facilitating   the   "internalized   sense   of   the 
beat"   is   the   greatest   challenge.  
 
Time   is   our    musical   yardstick .      Music   measurements   are   foreign   to 
our   natural   perception   of   the   world   and   reality.      Keeping   a   constant   and 
consistent      beat   while   playing   an   instrument   is   an   extraordinarily 
complex   and   challenging   task.       Stacking   The   Saxophone    is   the   only 
teaching   tool   of   its   kind   that   seamlessly   connects   “Internalizing   the 
beat”   to   technical   development.  



 

 

STACKING   THE   SAXOPHONE  
   is   the   process   of... 
 
 
RECOGNIZE  
Vision   is   our   strongest   recognition   sense.      How 
often   do   you   walk   into   a   room   and   see   something 
you   can’t   identify?      It   is   a   rare   occurrence   in   most 
of   our   lives.      Our   ears   simply   don’t   work   the   same 
way.      Hearing   at   the   outset   was   an   alarm   system 
and   still   is   for   most   of   the    Tree   of   Life .      Very   few 
animals   find   a   meal   exclusively   by   listening. 
Precisely      identifying   things   by   hearing   alone   is   a 
great   challenge   to   human   beings.  
 
Take   a   second   to   observe   the   location   of   your   metronome.         Sound   Location   in   humans 
evolved   as      a   significant   survival   advantage.      If   my   ears   locate   where   the   tiger's   roar   is 
coming   from   first   you   are   likely   the   one   on   today’s   menu.      Moving   the   metronome   to 
different   places   in   the   room    Deploys   The   Natural    instinct   to   locate   sounds     and   keeps   you 
engaged   in   the   task.  
 
Frequent   subtle   tempo   changes   facilitate   aural   recognition.      I   use   a   metronome   with   a 
simple   click   and   light.      Changing   the   tempo   requires   you   to   pause   and   determine 
something   new   is   happening.      You   are   forced   to   differentiate   from   the   prior   tempo.  
 
 
 
Your   Brain   Needs   Candy 
Changing   the   tempo   provides   the   "novelty"   your   brain   needs   to   keep   from   putting   the 
activity   on   the   “pattern   shelf”   and      into   the   background.      Most   of   the   concepts   in    Stacking 

the   Saxophone    were   derived   from   the   work   of   Steven   Pinker.      I   highly   recommend   the 
books    The   Language   Instinct,   How   The   Mind   Works    and    The   Blank   Slate.  
 

 
 
 



 
SYNCHRONIZE 
Use   your   voice   to   create   a   short   sound   that   occurs 
simultaneously   with   every   click   on   your   metronome.      Use 
vocalizations   like   "Ta"      "Tick"   “Tee"   ”Tock"   and   "Ka."      Change 
sounds      frequently   and   make   up   your   own. 
 
Gently   pat   the   center   of   your   chest   concurrently   with   each 
click.      Use   short   strokes   and   don’t   try   to   make   a   loud   sound. 
Big   movements   are   difficult   to   execute   precisely.      Avoid   using 
moves   that   require   complex   combinations   and   large   muscle 
coordination   like   patting   your   foot.      Snapping   your   fingers   is   a 
very   complex   activity   as   well. 
 
Skipping   the   vocal   portion   while   synchronizing   is   a   mistake   as   it  
facilitates   gaining   the   skill   of   keeping   time   better   than   using   more   complex 
physical   motions.      Thinking   about   the   beat   does   nothing   to      produce   skills.  
  

 
 
 
DEPLOY      THE   INSTRUMENT 
The   final   step   is   executing   the   material   on   the   instrument   exactly   as 
notated.      This   includes   observing   the   articulations   precisely.  
 
Remember   the   most   natural   saxophone   technique   results   from 
Deploying   The   Natural    as   the   saxophone   materializes   in   your   hands.  
 
Move   smoothly   from    Recognize    to    Synchronize    to    Deploy    without 
stopping   to   consider   what   you   are   doing.      I   have   separated   the 
elements   to   facilitate   understanding.  
 

 
STACKING   THE   SAXOPHONE    is   a   One   Step   Process. 

 
 

 

 
 



 
“What   if   I’ve   been   playing   a   long   time?” 
 

Awkward   hand   positions   can   not   be   remedied   by   adjustment.      They   must   be   replaced. 
Adding   one   more   element   to    Stacking   The   Saxophone    can   replace   awkward   inefficient 
hand   positions   such   as   fingers   very   high   off   the   keys   or   fingers   too   far   forward.  
 
Before   continuing   to   the   next   line   in   the    Choreographe    drop   your   hands   to   your   sides. 
After   just   a   few   seconds   raise   your   arms   and      place   your   fingers   on   the   keys   as   if   the   horn 
materialized   in   your   hands.      Using   a   mirror   to   check   yourself   for   just   a   second   is   a   good 
idea.      You   are   attempting   to   “forget   you   have   hands”   and   watching   yourself   play   is   counter 
productive.      Don’t   flex   your   fingers,   shake   your   hands   or   attempt   to   “alleviate   tension”   in 
any   way.         We   are   returning   your   body   to   the   natural   so   your   first   contact     with   the 
instrument   is   as   relaxed   and   flowing   as   possible.  
 
 

“I   think   I   found   some   mistakes...”  
Our   brains   rapidly   “tune   things   out”   once   a   pattern   is   recognized.      We   have   no   control 
over   this.      It   is   hardwired.      Pattern   recognition   is   the   brain’s       operating   system . 
 
There   are   slight   intentional   variations   throughout    Stacking   The   Saxophone    that   might 
appear   to   be   errors.      Far   from   mistakes   these   alterations      make   the   System   unique   and   the 
outcomes   predictable.  
 
Our   brains   require   “novelty”   to   keep   moving   forward   and   building   skills.       Stacking   The 

Saxophone    is   a   system   that   works   with   your   mind   and   body   to   “choreograph   your   future 
technique.”          Stacking   The   Saxophone    develops   the   economy   of   motion   and   fluidity 
needed   to   play   complex   music   at   fast   tempos   much   like   a   ballet   dancer   uses   a   bar   to   isolate 
specific   movements.      Frequent   use   will   result   in   permanent   improvement. 
 

THE   MATERIAL 
The   Eight   Chapters  
Each   Chapter   moves   from   simple   to   complex   in   regard   to   fingering   combinations   and 
range.      The   notes   are   only   there   to      “choreograph”   your   fingers.   The    Palm   Keys    and   any 
note   below    low   D    are   not   part   of    Stacking   The   Saxophone.       As   I   tell   my   students   if   you   go 
your   own   way   on   the   material   you   are   not    Stacking   The   Saxophone.  
 
Stacking   The   Scales   and   Arpeggios  
Major,   Natural   Minor,   Harmonic   Minor   and   Melodic   Minor   scales   are   presented   in   the 
Stacking   The   Saxophone    format   in   all   twelve   keys.       Chapters    should   be   practiced 
sequentially.      The   scales   and   arpeggios   can   be   practiced   while   working   through   the 
Chapters.  
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